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2024 Jayco Jay Flight SLX 8 260BH $24,995
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Description Description 2024 Jayco Jay Flight SLX 8 260BH, BRAND NEW 2024 MODEL!! **
DOUBLE BUNK BEDS ** 13.5K BTU A/C ** REAR BATHROOM ** POWER TONGUE
JACK AND SO MUCH MORE! ** CALL TODAY! 1-843-756-2222 2024 JAYCO JAY
FLIGHT SLX 260BH BUNKHOUSE TRAVEL TRAILER! ** LED LIGHTS ** 13.5K BTU
A/C ** STABILIZER JACKS ** 8 CU FT 12V REFRIGERATOR ** POWER TONGUE
JACK ** POWER AWNING ** GOODYEAR TIRES ** BOOTH DINETTE ** JACK-
KNIFE SLEEPER SOFA ** PASS THRU STORAGE ** DOUBLE BUNK BEDS ** REAR
BATHROOM CALL TODAY! ** RV007.COM ** 1-843-756-2222 THE SALE PRICE
INCLUDES FINANCING WITH US DISCOUNT If you are currently in the market for
an incredible bunkhouse travel trailer that is 1/2 ton towable and includes double
bunk beds, a power awning, a power tongue jack, and will sleep up to 10 people
comfortably, then you really need to take the time to take a closer look at this
BRAND NEW 2024 Jayco Jay Flight SLX 260BH! This floor plan has a walk-around
queen bed located in the front with storage space underneath, along with
wardrobes on both sides of the bed and an overhead shelf for additional storage
space! It has a half wall and a privacy curtain located at the foot of the bed that
separates the living area from the master bedroom! It has a full kitchen located
on the off-door side with double kitchen sinks, a 3 burner stovetop, an oven, an
overhead microwave with exhaust fan, an 8 cu ft 12V refrigerator, and overhead
cabinets for additional storage space! Located adjacent to the kitchen behind the
bedroom wall is a jack-knife sleeper sofa that converts into a bed to provide
additional sleeping space! Located on the door side is a comfortable booth
dinette that also converts into a bed for additional sleeping space! There are also
overhead cabinets located above the dinette for additional storage space!
Located in the rear on the door side are 2 double bed bunk beds with storage
space underneath! Located in the rear on the off-door side is a spacious
bathroom that includes a tub/shower combo, a foot-flush toilet, a sink with
storage space underneath, and a medicine cabinet! This is an amazing travel
trailer that you will not want to miss out on! Every RV purchase includes a 1 Year
RV Complete VIP Membership for FREE! This RV Complete VIP membership
includes helpful services for your RV such as window and dent repairs, lockout
assistance Sleeps 10 Slideouts 0

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 200-T79631
VIN Number: 1UJBC0BN1R1YV0610
Condition: New

Item address 2049 Highway 9 West, North Myrtle Beach, 29568,
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